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Behavior-Based Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
for Mobile Robot Navigation
Petru Rusu, Emil M. Petriu, Fellow, IEEE, Thom E. Whalen, Aurel Cornell, and Hans J. W. Spoelder

Abstract—This paper discusses a neuro-fuzzy controller for
sensor-based mobile robot navigation in indoor environments.
The control system consists of a hierarchy of robot behaviors.
Index Terms—Behavior, mobile robot, neuro-fuzzy control, sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

UZZY logic control (FLC) is well suited for controlling a
robot because it is capable of making inferences even under
uncertainty [1]. Having a hierarchical architecture that divides
the FLC into several smaller subsystems will reduce the negative
effect that a large rule-base may have on real-time performance,
and the problem of insufficient knowledge for designing the rule
base can be solved by using a neuro-fuzzy controller [2] and [3].
Learning allows autonomous robots to acquire knowledge
by interacting with the environment and subsequently adapting
their behavior. Behavior learning methods are used to solve
complex control problems that autonomous robots encounter in
an unfamiliar real-world environment. Neural networks, fuzzy
logic, and reinforcement- and evolutionary-learning methods
can be used to implement basic behavioral functions [4]–[7].
This paper discusses an experimental neuro-fuzzy controller for sensor-based mobile robot navigation in indoor
environments. The autonomous mobile robot uses infrared and
contact sensors for detecting targets and avoiding collisions.
The control system is organized in a top-bottom hierarchy of
various tasks and behaviors. When multiple low-level behaviors
are required, command fusion is used to combine the output
of several neuro-fuzzy sub-systems. A switching coordination
technique selects a suitable behavior from the set of possible
higher level behaviors.
II. MOBILE ROBOT
The circular shaped mobile robot has a differential steering
system. Two dc motors independently control two wheels on
a common axis. A third wheel (caster) is provided for support.
The distance between wheels is 0.70 m, the wheel radius is 0.075
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m, the wheel thickness is 0.03 m, and robot’s speed is 0.4–0.6
m/s.
The exteroceptor system consists of a total of nine
Sharp—GP2D12 infrared (IR) range sensors and four
Sharp—GP2D15 contact sensors, as shown in Fig. 1. Using IR
range sensors instead of sonar sensors allows avoiding some of
the drawbacks that the later are usually suffering from multiple
reflections, limited speed of firing, and little energy returned
to the transducer if sensor does not point normal to the target
surface. These sensors are purposefully arranged to cover the
whole field around the robot. Four forward facing range sensors
are used for collision avoidance. Two lateral range sensors
placed at a 90 angle relative to the forward moving direction
are used to control smooth contour following movements. Two
backward looking range sensors are used while turning corners,
when no other sensor can provide useful data. The four contact
sensors are placed diagonally at 45 angles relative to the
robot’s forward moving direction. They provide supplementary
information in situations when the range sensors fail to detect
obstacles. Such a situation may occur, as an example, when
the distance to an obstacle is less than the minimum detection
range, (e.g., 0.1 m for a Sharp GP2D12 range sensor).
III. BEHAVIOR-BASED CONTROL SYSTEM
We have adopted Mataric’s definition for the robot behavior,
“A behavior is a control law that satisfies a set of constraints to
achieve and maintain a particular goal” [8].
The hierarchical organization of the behaviors used for the
control of the robot is shown in Fig. 2. Each primitive behavior
is self-contained and reacts to data from specific sensors. For
instance, Go-Tangent behavior reacts to forward facing sensors,
Follow-Wall behavior reacts to wall sensors, and Turn-Corner
behavior reacts to backward facing sensors.
The architecture of the behavior-based controller of the mobile robot is shown in Fig. 3. Using the information received
from the exteroceptors and from its dead-reckoning proprioceptors, once every control cycle (100 ms) the controller recalculates the turn angle to be assumed by the moving robot.
All but two primitive behaviors are implemented as Fuzzy
Inference Systems (FISs). Only Go-Tangent primitive behavior
is implemented as an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS) [3]. The Turn-Around primitive is implemented as a
switch. When multiple primitive behaviors
hard coded
are activated, a command fusion technique is used to combine
several fuzzy outputs into a single fuzzy output, which is then
defuzzified.
In order to reach its goal, Reaching Two-Dimensional (2-D)
location (XY), the controller will continuously switch to the
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Fig. 1.

Sensors of the mobile robot.

Fig. 2.

Hierarchy of the sensor-based robot behaviors.

high-level behaviors that are currently activated by the sensory
information. For example, if none of the sensors detects something, the Open-Space high-level behavior will be selected. If
there is information coming from all the three sides, front, left
and right, the Dead-End high-level behavior will be activated. If
the controller receives only information from the sensors on one
of its sides, the Goto-Target high-level behavior or Follow-Contour high-level behavior will be selected. Choosing between
these two high-level behaviors depends on the total rotation
angle of the robot relative to the direction toward the target.
When this angle passes a certain threshold, the robot is considered ’lost’, and it is only allowed to follow a contour but not to
go directly to its target at the XY location.
The Very-Close primitive behavior is an “internal behavior”
used only by the Command fusion module to invalidate commands that could lead to collisions in situations when the robot
is very close to an obstacle. For example, the controller activates the Goto-XY primitive behavior based on dead-reckoning
information from proprioceptors. However, it may happen that
the robot actually is too close to an obstacle because dead-reckoning is prone to error. In this case the Very-Close internal be-

havior is activated, which cancels the original command from
the Goto-XY primitive behavior.
IV. NEURO-FUZZY IMPLEMENTATION
GO-TANGENT BEHAVIOR

OF

The Go-Tangent behavior calculates a turn angle that puts
the robot on a trajectory parallel with the surface of the obstacle reflecting the sensor signal. Although real life obstacles
have irregular shapes, we consider the object surface detected
around the sensor’s impact point as planar and normal to the
main sensor axis. The angle between this plane and the current
robot direction is the angle required for steering the robot on a
trajectory parallel with this reflection plane. Because the reflection plane can be assumed tangent locally to the irregular surface
of the obstacle, the behavior has been named Go-Tangent.
There are two cases to be considered for this behavior.
1) The obstacle is detected by only one sensor oblique to the
robot’s direction, Fig. 4. Based on the sequence of measured range values to the obstacle we can also calculate
the speed of approach. The distance and speed are fed to a
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Architecture of the behavior-based controller.

Fig. 4. Sensors used in Go-Tangent-Oblique-Sensor case.

Fig.
6. Generic
triangular
membership
functions
for
Go-Tangent-Oblique-Sensor and Go-Tangent-Front-Sensor cases.

both

and
, in Fig. 1) are fed to a Sugeno-type Go-Tangent-Front-Sensor ANFIS, which calculates the proper
turn angle .
The general form of a fuzzy rule for a 2-input and 1-output
first-order Sugeno fuzzy controller is

(1)
Fig. 5.

Sensors used in Go-Tangent-Front-Sensor case.

Sugeno-type Go-Tangent-Oblique-Sensor ANFIS, which
calculates the proper turn angle .
2) The obstacle is detected by two sensors, Fig. 5. The range
data provided by the pair of active sensors ( and , or

is the output for
where and are the linguistic variables,
is the size of
the -th rule, is the size of the fuzzy set ,
the fuzzy set , and is the size of the rule base.
is the
For Go-Tangent-Oblique-Sensor ANFIS, input
distance to the obstacle with the corresponding fuzzy
, input
is the speed
set
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Fig. 7. Neural network identification of the Sugeno ANFIS parameters fa

;b

toward the obstacle with the corresponding fuzzy set
. Ouput
is the turn
is the size of the rule base.
angle for the -th rule, and
Go-Tangent-Front-Sensor ANFIS is described by a similar
Sugeno model with the single difference that in this case both
inputs, and , are range values. The fuzzy set for being
, and fuzzy set for being
. Ouput
is the turn angle for the
-th rule, and
is the size of the rule base. Because of
this similarity we will limit our discussion to the Go-TangentOblique-Sensor ANFIS.
We have experimented with several types of membership
functions for the fuzzy sets A and B and with various sizes for
and . The triangular membership functions and a size 3
, were found to
for each of the two fuzzy sets,
be the simplest and best suited for this case. Fig. 6 illustrates
a generic triangular membership function described by the
following equation:
for
otherwise

(2)
Fig. 7 shows the structure of the Neural Network (NN) used for
in (2) and
the identification of the parameters
in (1).
The square elements represent the adaptive nodes depending
on the parameter set of the adaptive network. The circles represent fixed nodes, which are independent of the parameter set.
The first layer is composed of adaptive nodes representing the
membership functions associated with each linguistic value in
(2). The second layer implements the fuzzy rules. It includes

g and fp

;q ;r

g.

only fixed nodes implementing a product operation between
and
, correthe membership degrees of the two inputs,
sponding to the two propositions in the antecedent of each fuzzy
rule. The third layer consists of adaptive nodes, which include
the output membership function. The other two layers consist of
fixed nodes that implement the weighted average procedure for
the output representing the turn angle to be assumed by the
robot
(3)
As the size of the rule base of the Sugeno FIS is
, we will have to identify 27 consequent parame. This will be done by
ters
of size P.
NN using a training set
We use a back-propagation learning algorithm to identify
these parameters in two steps. In the forward pass, the input
membership functions are fixed and the consequent parameters
associated with the output are calculated by applying the least
square estimation method. Using these parameters, the NN generates an estimate of the turn angle. The difference between this
estimate and the turn angle’s value from the training set is then
back-propagated in a second pass when the premise parameters
associated with the input membership functions are calculated.
The data set we used for training Go-Tangent-Oblique-Sensor
ANFIS consisted of 29 measurement data points (range, speed,
turn angle). We have also used a checking data set obtained by
applying a 10% random noise to the training data set. The root
mean squared errors of the output over 25 training epochs are
plotted in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Plot of the errors during the training of Go-Tangent-Oblique-Sensor
ANFIS.

Fig. 10. Input-output characteristics of Go-Tangent-Oblique-Sensor ANFIS;
the measurement unit for “Range” is the meter, for “Speed” is the meter/second,
and for “Turn Angle” is the radian.

Fig. 9. Membership functions for the two inputs (range and speed) of
Go-Tangent-Oblique-Sensor ANFIS; the measurement unit for “Range” is the
meter and for “Speed” is the m/s.

One result of the training is the generation of the set of
from the
premise parameters
(2) of the triangular membership functions.
Fig. 9 shows the resulting membership functions for the range
input and respectively the speed input. It may be interesting to
note that, although the training started with symmetric membership functions, their shape eventually became asymmetric after
training.
The second result of the training is the generation of the set of
in (1). With
consequent parameters
these parameters the Sugeno fuzzy rules are as follows.
IF (Range
THEN
IF (Range
THEN
IF (Range
THEN
IF (Range
THEN
IF (Range
THEN

is Short and Speed is Slow)
is Short and Speed is Medium)
is Short and Speed is Fast)
is Medium and Speed is Slow)
is Medium and Speed is Medium)

Fig. 11.

Shape of the four test settings.

IF (Range
THEN
IF (Range
THEN
IF (Range
THEN
IF (Range
THEN

is Medium and Speed is Fast)
is Long and Speed is Slow)
is Long and Speed is Slow)
is Long and Speed is Slow)
.

Fig. 10 shows the input-output characteristics of the resulting
ANFIS controller. It has a good continuity as is normally expected from a Sugeno fuzzy controller.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The behavior-based robot controller has been tested in
four simulated maze-like indoor environments, Fig. 11, for
over 2,000 endpoints (start point, target point). We used the
Rossum’s Playhouse simulation environment based on a 2-D
robot simulator developed by Lucas [9]. This is a tool specially
designed for testing navigation algorithms and control logic
for robots and it is based on a client-server architecture. We
developed our own client application for the behavior-based
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neuro-fuzzy controller. For a given set of endpoints, the simulation environment monitors the time needed for each target
search, i.e., the time elapsed between the start point and the
target point.
The speed of the robot was set at 0.4 m/s. The four test environments varied in size from 10 10 m to 13 13 m. Traveling
between two opposite corners of any environment following a
path parallel with the walls, has required 60 s. None of the target
searches required more than 200 s.
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